The Cabinet
is less than before. For, in modern democracy, the issues
of elections tend to accrete about a person; and there
is a real sense in which a general election is nothing so
much as a plebiscite between alternative Prime Ministers.
The result is to give him a national standing which no
colleague can rival so long as he remains Prime Minister*
The party is built around his personality, and, so long
as he retains the hold of his party, no one can really
rival his standing. After all, he appoints and dismisses
his colleagues. It is to him that ministers go, in the first
place, with their difficulties. He has a large share in
making foreign policy. He settles differences between
departments, and, if their dispute becomes a Cabinet
question, his voice in the settlement will carry special
weight. He is the Chairman of the Committee of Imperial
Defence. He controls the agenda of the Cabinet. He
has a special significance in the context of both the
Dominions and the League of Nations. His word in die
House of Commons is a final word. Revolt against him,
in the light of all this, is obviously difficult, unless he
has handled his job so badly that there is a widespread
feeling of his unfitness for it.
It would be too much to say that the position of a
modern Prime Minister has approximated to that of an
American President; for the careers of Mn Asquith,
Mr. Lloyd George, and Mr. Ramsay MacDonald all
illustrate the fact that his authority is a matter of influence
in the context of party structure and not of defined powers
legally conferred. But it wbuld, I think, on experience
be true to say that the stronger the hold of a Prime
Minister upon his Cabinet, the better is the system likely
to work. He ought to have his own large conceptions of
policy. He ought to make ministers feel that he can
decide for them in their difficulties. While detailed inter-
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